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Los Angeles Guide 

Attractions

Universal Studios

Disneyland

The Hollywood Bowl

Six Flags Magic Mountain 
Legoland

Knott’s Berry Farm


Restaurants

The Rose Venice

Eureka! (all around decent American food :)

In-N-Out (Necessary if you’re visiting California!)

Nusr-Et (expensive steak but only go if Saltbae is there! Check his insta nusr_et)

Nobu Malibu (expensive too but worth it for the IG story or to make others jealous lol)

The Honor Bar in Beverly Hills has the best chicken sandwich I’ve ever had


Sight Seeing

Vistapoint - Calle Entradero (beautiful drive if you come down from the West Coast and 
beautiful views! One of my favorites and one of the best places to see the sunset!)

SpaceX Rocket

Tesla Design center is near the rocket if you’re an Elon fan haha

Venice Canals

Santa Barbara is 2 hours away and you should walk State Street near Stearns Wharf

Solvang is also nearby as a completely Dutch town in the middle of CA with classic windmills 
and everything! Not my strongest suggestion but good if you live in LA and have a free 
weekend.


Essential Touristy Things

Santa Monica Pier, Santa Monica Place, and 3rd Street Promenade are all close to each other

Griffith Observatory (free and SUPER busy so come VERY early if you want to catch the 
beautiful sunset here)

The Getty and The Getty Villa (free but parking is $20 and I would only do The Getty if you’re 
limited on time)

Hollywood sign which you can see from Lake Hollywood! Be sure to drive all the way up 
Canyon Lake Drive so you can get great views and pics of the sign! Then be sure to check out 
the giant lake behind you by walking across the street.

Walk of Fame on Hollywood Boulevard

Walk down Rodeo Drive and do some window (or actual!) $hopping and dining


Clubs

The Arena in KTown

Avalon Hollywood (my favorite)


Extreme Activities


Go to Catalina Island via a jetski! (https://www.jetski2catalina.com/)

Rent an exotic car from the Turo app or one of the MANY exotic rental places around town! I 
highly recommend Turo because its SO EASY to use. 

Escape to Las Vegas! (See the next page for my guide on Vegas lol)


https://www.jetski2catalina.com/


Las Vegas Guide 

To Stay


My favorite hotel stay is at The Luxor! I’ve stayed at 5 star places and the NY NY but I just 
really like The Luxor! The pyramid design inside is absolutely stunning and they have shows for 
The Blue Man Group and America’s Got Talent! However… if you can afford it then stay at The 
Wynn or The Bellagio! The Wynn if you like high energy and high class or The Bellagio if you 
like high class and high class if you know what I mean ;)


Things to check out

All the Hotels on the Strip but definitely The Wynn, The Bellagio, The Aria, The Venetian, The 
Cosmopolitan, and if you have time, The Luxor, The NY NY, and Paris Las Vegas (its a hotel)


Those hotels will also have LOTS of high end shops in case you want to kick your swag level 
up!


The Circa and Fremont Street Experience nearby (this place is safe and has LOTS of tourists 
but don’t travel too far away cause it can get sketchy real quick!)


The Gold & Silver Pawn Shop from Pawn Stars is in town and you can actually go and buy 
something from there!


Grand Canal Shoppes at The Venetian is a shopping experience like NO OTHER! Beautiful 
decorations inside that make it look like you’re outside in ancient Rome and other locations!


Similarly The Forum Shops at Caesars is worth a checkout as well!


Shows


David Copperfield at MGM Grand

Shin Lim (but I like Copperfield WAY MORE), Shin is good with card tricks but that’s it

Any Cirque du Soleil show but Ka is super good!

America’s Got Talent

The Blue Man Group (super fun actually!)


Restaurants


Any of Gordan Ramsay’s, he’s got a few and they’re all pretty great tbh!

Cipriani at The Wynn has AMAZING italian food but the portions are small and expensive! 
Mizumi at The Wynn has great sushi!

Nusr-et just opened a location here as well. But once again, check Saltbae’s IG to see if he’s in 
town (IG: nusr_et)


Extreme


Helicopter Ride to the Grand Canyon! (its cheaper than you probably think!)

Strip Gun Club (awesome shooting range with military guns you might not find elsewhere!)


